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Data is an increasingly important economic and 
strategic resource

Data have become a 
key strategic asset for the 
creation of both private 
and social value. How these 
data are handled will 
greatly affect our ability to 
achieve the Sustainable 
Development Goals.” 
António Guterres, 
Secretary-General, 
United Nations

DATA







Internet of Things

, billions







Fragmentation will hamper development gains from data
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Growing digitalization

• Demand: More e-commerce, more volume:
Do we need bigger ships?

• Supply: New opportunities
Does digitalization also drive consolidation?
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Source: Dr. Chaichan Charoensuk, Chairman, Thai National Shippers’ Council
UNCTAD webinar 13 de Julio 2021 - https://unctad.org/meeting/maritime-webinar-series-container-shipping-crisis-its-impact-and-why-it-different-anything
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ORDERBOOK (beginning of year data)
Source: UNCTAD, with Clarksons Research data
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How to set today the rules for the future 
of maritime transport? Technological

progress will never be 
as slow as today



Who leads the IT reforms in your company? 

The CEO

The CTO

Covid-19



Shipping in times of COVID19
A 10-point action plan

https://unctad.org/en/pages/PublicationWebflyer.aspx?publicationid=2713

https://unctad.org/en/pages/PublicationWebflyer.aspx?publicationid=2713


Is there a trade-off between controls and 
trade facilitation? 
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Figure 3.29 Comparison of dead-weight tonnage of respective fleet and carbon-dioxide emissions 

from bulk carriers, container ships and tankers, 2011–2019

(2011 = 100)

2020

REVIEW
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Source: UNCTAD, based on Marine Benchmark.
http://unctad.org/RMT

http://unctad.org/RMT


Decarbonization The biggest long-term 
challenge for the future 

of maritime transport



To achieve decarbonization we need

• A predictable, multilateral regulatory framework. And we need it fast. 

• The right price for carbon

• Digitalization will help improve energy efficiency



Implications for ports? 
Opportunities!
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